The basis for the development and evaluation of equations of state for mixtures is experimental data for several thermodynamic properties. The quality and the availability of experimental data limit the achievable accuracy of the equation. Referring to the fundamentals of GERG-2008 wide-range equation of state, no suitable data were available for many mixtures containing secondary natural gas components.
mixtures for which sufficient accurate experimental data were available, binary specific departure functions or a generalized departure function were developed. Due to the lack of experimental data for some binary mixtures and to the complexity of the process, most of the binary systems were taken into account by using adjusted reducing functions for density and temperature. This is the case for the binary mixture (methane + helium), for which no departure function was established so far. In fact, the GERG-2008 report considers binary mixtures containing helium as one of the binary mixtures proposed to develop a generalized departure function in the future [4] .
Helium is an inert gas with a very small molecular size. It has a wide range of important medical, scientific and industrial applications based on its extremely low boiling temperature and non-flammable nature. The only practical sources of helium are from certain natural gas fields. In the last years, the world demand for helium is rapidly increasing, projections show a continued increase in demand for helium of (5 to 7) % per annum, so the value of natural gas fields that contain it, even in very small amounts, is likely to rise significantly. In general, natural gas fields with helium contents above 0.3 mol-% are considered to be of commercial interest as helium sources, although the helium content can be up to 7 % [7] . The total amount of helium in the world is estimated to be of 8.6 million tonnes, with the US having the biggest fraction of reserves (around 35 %), followed by Qatar (with 20 %) [8] .
This work provides accurate experimental (p, ρ, T) data for two binary mixtures of methane with helium.
Density measurements for the two binary mixtures of methane with helium (0.95 (amount-of-substance fraction) CH4 + 0.05 He and 0.90 CH4 + 0.10 He) were performed at temperatures between (250 and 400) K and pressures up to 20 MPa by using a single-sinker densimeter with magnetic suspension coupling, which is one of the state-of-the-art methods for density determination over extended ranges of temperature and pressure. Experimental data were compared with the corresponding densities calculated from the GERG-2008 and AGA8-DC92 equations of state.
To achieve the highest accuracy in composition, the binary mixtures were prepared by the gravimetric method according to ISO 6142 [9] at the Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing (BAM) in Berlin, Germany.
Experimental

Sample preparation
The two binary mixtures were prepared gravimetrically and were supplied in aluminum cylinders of a volume of 10 dm 3 . The composition of the mixtures, the corresponding expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2) as well as purity, supplier, and critical parameters of each component are given in Table 1 .
All substances were used without further purification.
The preparation of the final mixtures is effected in two steps. First, a mixture of (0.50 CH4 + 0.50 He) was prepared by a consecutive introduction of pure helium and pure methane into the (evacuated) recipient cylinder (BAM no.: 8092-141020, volume: 10 dm 3 ). The substance transfer was actuated only by pressure difference between the two cylinders, i.e., the cylinder containing the pure compound and the recipient cylinder. The mass of the gas portion was determined after each filling step using a high-precision mechanical gas balance (Voland model HCE 25, Voland Corp., New Rochelle NY, USA). The resulting mixture had a pressure of approximately 15 MPa.
The two binary mixtures to be investigated were prepared in a similar way. A specified portion of the (0.50 CH4 + 0.50 He) parent mixture was introduced into the recipient cylinder and in the next step diluted by a properly measured amount of methane to create the final composition. The two cylinders displayed a pressure of 13.7 MPa for the (0.95 CH4 + 0.05 He) mixture and of 13.2 MPa for the (0.90 CH4 + 0.10 He) mixture, respectively. Each mixture was finally homogenized by a procedure of subsequent heating and rolling. The samples to be investigated were validated by gas chromatography against samples of similar composition following the single-point exact-match calibration according to ISO/CD 12963 [10] . The gas mixture used for validation matched the (0.90 CH4 + 0.10 He) mixture, and the analysis was executed on a multichannel process GC (Siemens MAXUM II, Siemens AG, Karlsruhe, Germany) for the investigation of natural gases. That GC was equipped with customized packed columns particularly adapted for the analysis of synthetic natural gases and individual TCDs for each channel. The analysis was performed in an isothermal regime at 60 °C. Table 2 gives the results of the GC analysis. These measurements were entirely done at BAM prior to the density determination.
Apparatus Description
The single-sinker densimeter was developed by Brachthäuser et al. [11] in 1993 as a simplification of a previously developed two-sinker densimeter [12] , and was further improved by Klimeck et al. [13] . The measuring technique is based on the Archimedes' principle, by which the buoyancy force acting on a sinker immersed in a fluid is proportional to the density of that fluid. The high accuracy of this methodology is achieved owing to the magnetic suspension coupling system between the sinker and the balance hook, by which there is no contact between the measuring fluid and the high-accuracy microbalance. It allows precision density measurements of fluids over wide temperature and pressure ranges [14] . The single-sinker densimeter used in this work was especially designed for density measurements of pure gases and gaseous mixtures and has been previously described in detail by
Chamorro et al. [15] and further improved by Mondéjar et al. [16] .
The sinker used in this experiment was a silicon cylinder with a real mass of 61.59181 ± 0.00016 g and a volume of 26.444 ± 0.003 cm 3 (k = 2), measured at 293.05 K and 1.01134 bar.
Two calibrated masses are used for reducing the 'nonlinearity effect' of the electronic balance and to improve the accuracy of the measurement. This effect is independent of the quality of the balances and is defined as a deviation of the balance's real curve versus the real load measured. The calibrated masses are made of tantalum and titanium, respectively. They have different masses but approximately the same volume (4.9 cm 3 ) and the difference in weight between both of them is similar to the sinker mass (60 g approximately). This load compensation system allows operating the balance near to its zero point and additionally makes the air buoyancy effect negligible. The two masses were provided by Rubotherm GmbH, Bochum, Germany, and their mass and volume were determined at the Mass Division of the Spanish National Metrology Institute (Centro Español de Metrología, CEM) [17] .
The density of the fluid is given by the following expression:
where the difference between the sinker mass in vacuum mS0 and the sinker mass in the pressurized fluid mSf is expressed in kg and refers to the buoyancy force experienced by the sinker and is measured by an , which is accurately known as a function of temperature and pressure [16] .
The cell is thermostatted and the temperature of the fluid inside is determined by two platinum resistance thermometers (model Minco S1059PJ5X6, Minco Products, Inc., Minneapolis MN, USA) connected to an AC comparator resistance bridge (ASL model F700, Automatic Systems Laboratories, Redhill, England).
Pressure is measured by two Digiquartz transducers (Paroscientific model 2300A-101 and 43KR-HHT-101, Paroscientific, Inc., Redmond WA, USA) which cover pressure ranges up to 2 and 20 MPa, respectively.
The single-sinker densimeter is one of the most accurate devices for the measurement of the density of fluids; however, it presents some systematic errors, which can affect to the final density results. There are two main effects that must be evaluated: the force transmission error (FTE) due to the magnetic coupling and the adsorption of gas molecules on the cell and sinker surfaces. These two aspects will be discussed in the results section.
Experimental Procedure
Seven isotherms were recorded at (250, 275, 300, 325, 350, 375 and 400) K for each (CH4 + He) mixture.
Each isotherm was measured from a pressure of 20 MPa to 1 MPa by 1 MPa steps, followed by measurements of the sinker mass in vacuum.
Before and after measurements on the studied (CH4 + He) mixtures, test measurements with nitrogen were carried out in the whole working range of the apparatus to validate the operation by comparing the experimental results with the densities calculated from the reference equation of state for nitrogen by Span et al. [18] . Relative deviations of the experimental data from the calculated densities were within a ±0.02 % band, with an absolute average deviation (AAD) of 0.0055 %.
The sinker mass in vacuum was measured after each of the isotherms to check any misalignment suffered by the magnetic suspension coupling during the measurements and to cancel the apparatus effect of the FTE. The maximum difference between the replicates of the sinker mass in vacuum at the same temperature was 0.0001 % for both (CH4 + He) mixtures. This good repeatability of the measurements in vacuum confirmed that there was not any misalignment during the measurements.
Uncertainty of the measurements
Uncertainties of the properties involved in the procedure of density measuring by the single-sinker densimeter used in this work were thoroughly evaluated by Mondéjar et al. after performing several improvements on the equipment [16] . Anyway, estimated uncertainty values for this work were Thus, the expanded uncertainties (k = 2) in temperature and pressure were less than 4 mK and 0.005 MPa, respectively.
According to equation (1) and following the law of propagation of uncertainties (GUM) [19] , density uncertainty depends on the uncertainty of the apparent mass of the sinker when the measuring cell is evacuated, mS0, and pressurized; mSf, and also depends on the uncertainty of the volume of the sinker,
VS(T,p).
The uncertainties of the apparent sinker masses are related with the balance readings and were calculated taking into account the balance calibration, resolution, repeatability and drift as sources of uncertainty (when the cell is pressurized and evacuated). The sinker volume changes with temperature and pressure due to thermal and mechanical properties. However, the influence of these magnitudes in the volume uncertainty is much lower than the main component, so the overall uncertainty in volume was taken from its calibration certificate and it can be expressed as a function of the density. A detailed   
To calculate the overall standard uncertainty in density (k = 1), the uncertainties of density, temperature, pressure, and composition of the mixture must be considered, as expressed in Eq. 5. (5) where is the pressure, is the temperature, and xi is the amount-of-substance (mole) fraction of each of the mixture components. Partial derivatives can be calculated with the GERG-2008 equation of state. The uncertainty in composition for the two studied (CH4 + He) binary mixtures studied in this work is given in Table 1 .
Results
Density measurements were carried out at seven different temperatures ( 
The overall standard uncertainty in density As it was mentioned before, there are two effects that must be evaluated: the force transmission error (FTE) associated to the magnetic coupling and the effect related with the adsorption of gas molecules on the cell and sinker surfaces.
The FTE has been discussed in detail by McLinden et al. [20] , Cristancho et al. [21] and Kano et al. [22] .
This FTE consists of two terms: the apparatus effect and the fluid-specific effect. In this work, the apparatus effect of the FTE was accounted for by measuring the sinker mass under vacuum for each isotherm. In the case of the fluid-specific effect, its magnitude depends on the magnetic behavior of the measured gas. The magnetic susceptibility () of the (CH4 + He) binary mixtures used in this work was estimated by using the additive law proposed by Bitter [23] . The magnetic susceptibilities of the (0.95 CH4 + 0.05 He) and (0.90 CH4 + 0.10 He) mixtures were He,5% = -8.62·10 -9 and He,10% = -8.17·10
-9 , respectively. Since these values are relatively low, the fluid-magnetic behavior would be negligible in relation to the apparatus effect. Therefore, the fluid-specific effect was not considered in the measurements.
Adsorption tests of gas molecules on the measuring-cell walls or the sinker surface were carried out for the latest, now published measurements made with the single-sinker densimeter used in this work [17, 24] .
Richter and Kleinrahm reported recently that due to sorption effects the composition of the measured gas could be modified inside the cell and significant errors up to about 0.1 % in density measurements could occur [25] . However, according to the experimental procedure followed with the single-sinker densimeter, in which the cell is evacuated after each isotherm, the differences observed in the trend of the relative deviation in density from the GERG-2008 equation of state along the period of recording an isotherm are one order of magnitude lower than the uncertainty in density at the working pressure.
Nevertheless, continuous density measurements on the same state point were recorded over the period of an isotherm to check the sorption effects on the mixture composition. Two tests were carried out for both (CH4 + He) mixtures at 1 MPa and temperatures of 300 K and 400 K. The results showed that the difference observed in the trend of the relative deviation in density from the GERG-2008 between the first and the last measurement was 0.0014 % at 300 K and 0.0066 % at 400 K, which are an order of magnitude lower than the uncertainty in density at the working pressure. Therefore, adsorption effects could be neglected and are not taken into account in the measurements of (CH4 + He) binary mixtures. Statistical comparison of the deviation data from GERG-2008 and AGA8-DC92 equations of state is given in Table 5 . AAD is the average absolute deviation defined in equation 6, Bias is the average deviation defined in equation 7, RMS refers to the root mean square defined in equation 8, and MaxD represents the maximum relative deviation in the considered data set.
Discussion of the results
(6)
The In contrast, deviation from AGA8-DC92 is distinctly lower. The AGA8-DC92 equation of state is written in terms of the compressibility factor [1] and it is dependent on temperature, density and composition.
However, its formulation does not have a strong dependence on the second viral coefficient of the mixture, which is related with the composition. This could explain why the AGA8-DC92 equation of state fits better than GERG-2008 to the experimental results of the two (CH4 + He) binary mixtures.
Conclusions
Accurate density data for two binary mixtures of methane with helium (0. On the other hand, considering the continued increase in demand for helium and the lack of experimental data of mixtures containing helium, to generate more accurate experimental (p, ρ, T) data of binary mixtures containing helium is an interesting issue for future work. 
